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Abstract
The correlation between Pro-drop and the nature of verbal morphology is a universal principle. This syntactic
phenomenon has been parameterized on the basis of verb inflection. Rich verbal inflection has been advocated to
allow pro-drop subject. On contrast, if a language structure maintains a low level of verbal morphology, pro will
not be dropped. This paper comes to show that Standard Arabic (SA) is a partial pro-drop language. It has null
subject even with rich verbal inflection structure. Nonetheless, the paper shows that in some forms of imperative
sentence that have poor verbal inflection, but the subject is optional. On the other side, and on the basis of
minimalism, pro is asserted to have features that must be checked in the course of derivation. These features are
case and agreement that can be valued at Specifier-head configuration to pro. The process of checking optimally
tries to draw evidence for the minimum level of morpho-syntactic features that pro in SA carries.
Keywords: pro-drop, Standard Arabic, parameter, inflection morphology, agreement
1. Introduction
The term pro-drop has been already formed by Chomsky (1981) in his masterwork of (Lectures on Government
and Binding). According to Universal Grammar (UG), and in the Principles and Parameters (PP) framework, the
concept of pro-drop is justified by cross-linguistic evidences. This syntactic property is based on the idea that
rich verbal morphology allows subject pronoun deletion. On contrast, non-rich verb morphology is assumed to
disallow this syntactic feature. This phenomenon is classified as parameterized cross-languages due to
structure-dependent principle. Hence some languages such as Italian is said to be (+ pro-drop) language as seen
in sentence (1), whereas English is (-pro-drop) language as in sentence (2). Obviously, a language according to
this scenario can be classified on the basis of rich or non-rich verbal morphology into [+/- language]. Standard
Arabic (SA), as a Semitic language, with high level of rich morphology, allows subject drop in initial position as
shown in (3). In fact, the conjugation system of the verb as in (rakib-a) of sentence (3) can compensate the
absence of the subject. The verb conjugation is rich too and has the property of introflection in which the root
can be modified to fulfill a new morphosyntactic requirement in the structure.
1). …….mangio
Ø

la

eat

riso
the

rice

“(I) eat the rice”
2). *…. usually eats there.
3). …… rakib-a
(He)

?ssayara-t-a

ride. pst the car

“he rode the car”
The verb as seen in (3) encodes a sufficient morpho-syntactic indication to the agent of the action. Therefore, the
presence of the pronominal subject in initial position will be redundant. This process of subject property seems
as a structural variation that allows speaker/writer to express the content with two options: null or overt subject
whose meaning can be preserved. Thus such process is a reflection to phonetic conditioning and simple
repetition of preceding structure as Labov (1994) stated. However, the omission of the subject in SA is
grammatical, especially when the subject has a preceding known reference, see Rizzi (1982 & 1986). This state
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to some extent in traditional grammar has distinguished languages that have such morpho-syntactic property as
Null Subject Languages (NSLs). Nonetheless, the current studies came to draw evidences that pro-drop is instead
a cross-language varied.
2. Pro-drop and SA Morphology
According to syntactic studies, pro-drop phenomenon is as a result of verbal morphology richness. This property
plays a central role of pro-drop in SA. Inflection correspondence seems flexible in verbal richness which appears
in different forms. In fact, it is irregular. To clarify, Arabic has a plenty of both prefixes and suffixes that perform
different functions and morpho-syntactic indications. Moreover, SA has a nonconcatenative verbal system that
permits infixation as stated by MecCrathy (1981). This property could be proposed to enrich both inflectional
and derivational system of SA. In this topic, and in terms of tense, SA has two sets of verbal tense: perfect and
imperfect. The perfect refers to past, whereas the imperfect indicates present or future. In fact, prefix and suffix
encode other sorts of declension namely, number, gender, and case as seen in table 1:
Table 1. The verbal paradigm of the verb (yashrab-drink) in SA
Number
Singular

Dual
Plural

Subject

Perfect

Imperfect

Person
Ana-1.sg.msc/fem
Anta.1.sg.msc
Anti-1.sg.fem
Huwa.1.sg.msc
Hiya.1.sg.fem
Antuma.2.dul.msc
Antuma.2.dul.fem
Nahnu.1.plu.msc/fem
Antum.3.plu.msc
Antun-a.3.plu,fem
Hum. 3.plu.msc
Huna.3.plu,fem

Past
sharibt-u
sharibt-a
sharib-ti
sharib-a
shariba-t
sharib-tu-m
sharib-tu-n
sharib-na
sharib-t-um
sharib-t-una
sharib-u
sharib-na

Present
?shrab-u
Tashrab-u
Tashrab-i
Yashrab-u
Ta-shrab-u
Tashrb-an
Tashrb-na
Nashrab-u
Tashrab-oun
Tashrab-na
Yashrab-oun
Yashrab-na

future
Sa-?shrab-u
Sa-tashrab-u
Sa-tashrab-i
Sa-yashrab-u
Sa-tashrab-u
Sa-tashrb-an
Sa-tashrb-na
Sa-nashrab-u
Sa-tashrab-oun
Sa-tashrab-na
Sa-yashrab-oun
Sa-yashrab-na

The table shows how prefix and suffix joined to the verb (yashrab). The infixes serve to indicate tense, gender,
person, number and case. The last three features can be assumed to be constrained with tense, e.g., in
(Anta.2.sg.msc), in which the suffix appears different with regard to tense, it is (-a) in perfect tense, but (-u) in
imperfect. Further, such suffix comes to retain ϕ-features, e.g., the suffix (-u) can be advocated by scholars to
encode [person, number, gender]. It also can function as nominative case marker. The problem arises here is that
the boundary between suffix-type and feature distinction is unclear. To exemplify, the suffix (-na) indicates to
both masculine and feminine feature, and the distinction can be through context or other category insertion. In
this way, and regardless inconsistent form of affixation in SA, this property provides an interpretation to pro as a
referential subject that has features such as [person, number, gender, case].
3. Trouble with Imperative and Equational Forms
Equational sentence usually lacks to tense in SA. This issue represents a central problem to inflection that
requires fully inflected forms for pro to drop. On the other side, in imperative form of SA, the subject is usually
dropped. It can be figured out as in (?nta- you). Obviously, such form comes to provide with persuasive evidence
that refutes the general theory of Pro-drop as a reflection to rich verbal inflection. In (4.a) the verb (sa؟ed- help)
that indicates imperative mood is equal to the counterpart verb of English. Such a verb is originally derived from
jussive verb, which according to Wright (1967) has no tense inflection as seen in (4.a):
4). a. Sa؟ed
Help.impr.2.sg.msc

Ø

?nnas-a

Ø

the people

“help the people”
b. Sa؟ed
Help.impr.2.sg.msc

(?nata)
(you) 2.sg.msc

?nnas-a
the people

“you help the people”
The previous examples of imperative variable form are evidence against the assumption that rich verbal
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inflection results to pro-drop. In fact, tthis might be ppositive properrty in finite claause of SA as iin sentence (3)), but
in imperattive clause, thhe subject is uusually covert. This state off pro-drop is, however, not as a reflex to
o rich
morphologgy of the verb. The property becomes comp
mplicated when we draw a furrther form of im
mperative in which
w
pro-drop iis optional as the previous sentence of (44.b). This process of impliccit and expliciit subject has been
explained in traditional grammar of A
Arabic as propoosed by Iben A
Aqeil (11th ceentury). Howevver, on the bassis of
inflection, we can say that verbal m
morphology is not restrictedd to tense, buut can involvee other inflecttional
elements ssuch as agreem
ment (AGR). T
Thus, as Chom
msky (1981) waas impressed bby Taraldsen (11978) proposal that
AGR can results into prro-drop, we caan admit that tthis inflectional feature seem
ms positive whhen full agreement
between thhe verb (sa؟ed)) and the droppped subject ass in (4.a) repreesented by (Ø), which is the same as in (4.b) of
(?nta- youu.2.sg.msc). Thhis state of affaairs could perm
mit one to claim that INFL is a double stanndard property
y that
once it forrces dropping subject
s
and in another validaates subject oveertness.
4. AGR Va
Variance with Pro-drop
P
Imperativee structure in SA
S has differennt forms on thee basis of subjeect-verb agreement. In the prrevious section
n, we
displayed how [2.sg.mscc] pro match w
with the same set of ϕ-featuures of the verbb (sa؟ed) resuults to pro-drop
p. On
contrast, ddual and plural forms of the iimperative verbb do not matchh with pro to bbe dropped as sseen in (5.a & b):
5). a. sa؟edd-aa
Help..impr.2.dul.msc

Ø

?nnas-a

ec

the people

“you both help the people”
p
b. sa؟eed-u

Ø

Helpp.impr.3.plu.m
msc

ec

??nnas-a
the people

“youu help the peopple”
In this sceenario, we cann formulate a mathematical formula for teense and agreement inflectiion that determ
mines
tentativelyy the relationn between innflection and pro-drop in SA. The foollowing figuure 1 shows how
structure-independence principle
p
of im
mperative form
m produces incoonsistency to ppro-drop generral theory.

Figuree 1. Shows the status of impeerative form teense and agreem
ment inflectionn
w of this chartt, one can try to formulate a morphological uniform of inflectional paaradigm to acc
count
In the view
for the staatus of inflecttional forms aas Jaeggli & S
Safir (1989, p. 29) suggesteed. Number annd gender fea
atures
according to the figure have
h
a distincttive morphologgical paradigm
m that somewhhat disallows ppro-drop. How
wever,
apart from
m syntactic acccount, we can propose the iddea of Topic C
Chaining (See Jaeggli & Saffir, 1989) in which
w
such case of poor morphhology, subjectt recovering caan be in the ligght of discoursse oriented conntext wherein topic
deleted cann be identifiedd in proceedinggs. In this propposal we can rrescue structurres with poor (AGR, TP) bu
ut has
pro-drop. T
Thus the topic/subject of senntence (5.a, b) can be touchedd from the conntext or proceeeding sentences.
5. Pro-droop in Embedd
ded Clause
In the preevious section,, I presented ppro-drop operration in finitee and imperatiive clause, whhich both maintain
different rresult to null subject as a refflex to INFL. Now, I will shhow how pro--drop occurs inn embedded clause
which invoolves the operration that associates with IN
NFL. The embbedded clausee can take subjjunctive mood
d that
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allows pro-drop. The matrix clause of such type contains verbs such as (yatmana-wish), expresses inclination,
imposes pro to be null as shown in (6).
6). taman-a

?l-mu؟lim-u

Wish.3.sg.msc.Pst

[?nn

yaktub-a

the teacher. Nom [that (he) write.3.sg.msc

Ø

?nnass-a]

ec.3.sg.msc

the text.Acc]

“the teacher wished that (he) write the text”
The covert subject in (6) can be illustrated or encoded by a multi affixation that can involve prefix(y) and the
final suffix (-a) of the verb (yaktub-a). This part stands for the estimated subject of (hwa-3.sg.msc-he). The claim
is proved by the test of replacement. Thus if we replace (y) by (n), then we have subject marker of
(1.plu.msc/fem). However, the role of INFL is variable here. It is negative for [T] that has to appear in present
form for the verb (yaktub). Otherwise, the sentence will be rendered ungrammatical. On the other side, AGR
seems positive. Both the verb (yaktub) and the null subject (Ø) are matched in [number, person, and gender]. In
such structure properties, one can propose that rich/match of AGR morphology between the verb and the pro
contributes to pro-drop operation in the subjunctive embedded clause.
The pro-drop in SA extends to other embedded clauses. It can occur in wh-embedded clause. In this clause, a pro
appears in final position. The null subject can be figured out as (I), which bears AGR feature with
post-categories usually in the form of lexical verb as shown in (7).
7). laa
No

?a؟rif-u

maTHa

?-goul-u

1.sg.msc know

what

prs 1.sg.msc.say.

Ø
1.sg.msc

“I do not know what to say”
The AGR seems a plausible motive for pro-drop in such structure. Obviously, the marker (?-) in the verb
(?-goul-u) agrees in [person, number, gender] with the dropped subject (Ø). The remarkable issue in this clause
is that [T] manifests full inflection with (Ø) in which the verb (yagoul) can be inflected for tense with a rational
little change in prefix and suffix that seems to serve null subject correspondence for both AGR and T as shown in
table 2 for present tense verb-subject conjugation:
Table 2. Present tense verb conjugation system in SA
Tense
Present

Verb Conjugation
Prefix
Root
?goulNagoulTagoulTagoulTagoulTagoulTagoulYagoulTagoulYagoul-u
Yagoul-

Suffix
u
u
u
ien
oun
na
an
u
u
(n)
na

AGR
Prefix Interpretation
(?) 1.sg.msc/fem
(Na).1.plu.msc/fem
(Ta). 2.sg.msc
(Ta). 2.sg.fem
(Ta-).2.plu.msc
(Ta).2.plu.fem
(Ta-).2.dul. msc/fem
(ya).3.sg.msc
(Ta).3.sg.fem
(ya-).3.plu.msc
(ya-).3.plu.fem

Suffix Interpretation
(-u)1.sg.msc/fem
(-u) 1.plu.msc/fem
(-u)2.sg.msc
(ien).2.sg.fem
(-oun)2.plu.msc
(-na).2.plu.fem
(-an)2.dul.msc/fem
(-u)3.sg.msc

(-na)3.plu.fem

In the table we see a complex system of verb inflection. There seems vague issue in the prefixes (Ta- and Na)
that appear to have the same [T] marking. The fact, is that, the present tense can be indicated or get marked by
any of these prefixes of (n, a, t, y). Prefix-suffix match depends mainly on context-interpretation. In the previous
table, a prefix such as (ta-) and a suffix like (-u) can be interpreted differently on the basis of structure properties.
This set of initials functionally occurs to serve both [T] and [AGR] as well. Thus, the seemingly symmetric
complex INFL of [T] and [AGR] instantiate subject desirable implicit indication (Note 1) which is a reflex to
finite verb inflection.
Null subject in SA can appear in adverbial embedded clause as well. The pro has implicit from reflected in past
tense of the embedded verb. AGR correspondence appears clearly between the verb (?nhayt-u) as seen in
sentence (8) and the pro (Ø). The INFL seems liable to [T] and changes accordingly.
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؟indama

?nhayt-u

Ø

Ali.Nom

when

finish.pst1.sg.msc

1.sg.msc
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?l-hadieth-a
the speech

“Ali left when I finished the speech”
The various phi-features of the system of prefix and suffix in SA give rise here to characterize the nature of pro
in terms of which phi-feature it maintains. So, this again, provides with further evidence on the direct
relationship between pro and the system of affixation. For instance, a prefix such as (Na or Ta) can tell a reader
about the token phi- feature of pro, and the same approximately applies to suffix such as (u and an) that with
context can provide which feature of AGR that a pro carries. The overall AGR in both verbal and nominal aspect
of pro can be assumed as essential part of the entire INFL that can determine particular features such as case of
pro which will be discussed in next section.
6. Pro Case Assignment
In (1982) Chomsky explained the relation between pro- parameter and case assignment. That is, for him,
agreement is proposed as a motive for pro case assignment of these languages that permit pro-drop such as
Italian. Then Chomsky & Lasnik (1993) modified their earlier view about PRO. They admitted it to be assigned
null case, lexically licensed by non-finite I0. This proposal alternates Chomsky (1981) claim, in which he argued
that PRO must not be governed and hence not case marked. In this scenario, and against Government and
Binding (GB) schema in which some languages adopted the notion of government for case assignment, but
subsequently, INFL has no logical role on governing overt or covert subject and that a governer in SA comes in
SVO order after the governee which violates GB rules. Accordingly, and on basis of such findings, I propose pro
case to be licensed through the same feature: INFL. The proposition is supported by Chomsky’s (1982)
contribution when he came across with the conclusion that pro and AGR relation is not essentially and directly
assigning case to pro. Rather, as he and later Harbert (1995) suggested that pro-case is assigned by INFL of two
heads match features. The pro in previous sentence is, thus, assigned case by INFL as not a governing category
but as a feature of case license. Following Chomsky & Lasnik (1993) proposal, I say that a pro as in (9) has case
licensed by agree relation between pro and verbal features. The process involves checking match of [AGR, T]
features on both heads. I assume, according to (9) of embedded clause, that pro-drop is truly null due to the
maximal projection I0 consistency that shows full feature of [AGR, T]:
9). arad-a
Wish.3.sg.msc.Pst

?talib-u

[?nn

yaktub-a

the student. Nom that (he) write.3.sg.msc

Ø

?nnass-a]

ec.3.sg.msc

the text.Acc

“the student wanted to write pro the text”
Nominative case is license to pro comes after the operation of checking that requires verb movement (yaktub-a)
to TP node to check its [T] feature. Obviously, the verb is in present tense, and has full inflection with regard to
tense. Likewise, and for the purpose of checking AGR feature, the verb is said to raise more step to AGR node to
check this feature with [Ø]. The ϕ-features of the verb (yaktub-a) and [Ø] are compatible as seen in (9).
Accordingly, and with regard to this property of the embedded clause, a pro is dropped at LF form to have
structure of (9) at phonetic form (PF). The process is illustrated in diagram 1:
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D
Diagram 1.
Sentence ((9) shows matcch between proo ϕ-features annd the same seet of the verb (yyass’ad-a). Thhe diagram, as seen,
involves ppro as a subjecct that moves from Spec-V
VP, as earlier pproposed by K
Koopman & Spportiche (1991
1), to
Spec-IP foor the purposee of case licennse by (AGR) head relation. This type off movement inn earlier versio
on of
minimalism
m has been caalled by Chom
msky (1995) ass (Greed), but later replacedd by the conceept of (Enlighttened
Self Intereest) that has beeen coined by Lasnik (1995). Accordinglyy, dropping off pro seems to be pertinent to the
idea that oonce case featuure is checkedd at the new pposition, this fe
feature is no loonger remains for A- movem
ment.
However, the pro, here,, as empty caategory seems to have interppretable featurres that permiit it to be che
ecked
against thoose of AGR heead of the finitte verb. In succh state, one caan say that ricch verbal morpphology contrib
butes
in identifyying pro in SA. And in this w
way, pro that pproceeds overt subject and veerb can be saidd to be license
ed for
case by AG
GR(eement) prrocess- see Chhomsky (1999, p. 313)- as seeen in (10):
10). [IP prro I[VP ya -rkaab-u

?ssayyara-t -a]]

This argum
mentation seem
ms plausibly too draw inferencce that rich veerbal morpholoogy of SVO orrder of SA validates
case licensse to pro as well
w as droppinng through coiindexing of prro with the verrb. This propoosition is supported
cross linguuistically by Borer (1986) and Rizzi (1986) who sugggest that thiss is achieved--Pro identifica
ationthrough coo-indexation with
w rich AGR morphology ffrom syntactic feature of cattegories surrouunded it. The pro
p is
mated referennce that can bbe estimated ffrom non-lingu
having, thhen, interpretabble feature, annd it has estim
uistic
context. Inn case of VSO
O order, the veerb has differeent possibilitiees to NP subjeect. If the subjject is lexical, then
some form
ms pertains inccomplete agreeement as in (11. a), contrastted to (1. b) thhat shows full agreement. On the
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other side,, when the struucture has null subject, then iit manifests coomplete agreem
ment as in (12)):
11). a. kataab-a
Writte.pst.sg.msc.33

?ttulab-u

?ddars-a

the students.3.plu. msc.N
NOM

the. leesson.ACC

PARTIAL AGREEMEN
NT

“thee students wrotte the lesson”
b. kattab-a
wriite. pst.sg.msc.3

Ali-uun

?dddars-a

Ali. ppst.sg.msc.3. N
NOM

the. Lesson. ACC

FULLAG
GREEMENT

“A
Ali wrote the lesson”
12). Katabba-t

pro
pro. 3.sg.feem

Writee.pst.3.sg.fem

FULL
LAGREEMEN
NT

?ddars-a
the lessoon

“She wrote the lesson”
However, there is a loggical account w
why the verb iin VSO order behaves diffeerently with reegard to agreement
between suubject and verrb. Back to casse license whicch seems to ceentralize on thhe idea that [T0] has two feattures:
verbal andd nominal that must be checkked in the courrse of derivatioon at LF. In this matter, Choomsky (1995, 1999)
1
has propossed that in V-fe
features, the rellation is an intteraction of [T
T] with [V] featture(s), whereaas D-feature sttands
for tense-tto-subject interraction featuree(s) that shouldd be checked at verbal and nominal headss at LF. Arabic
c has
strong verrbal features of
o [INFL], butt invariable inn VSO. From this, one can claim that SA
A maintains sttrong
D-featuress that requires pro to be checcked for these ffeatures. In suuch case, pro haas not to movee out of Spec-V
VP at
LF. But thhe minimalist concept
c
of Exttended Projecttion Principle (EPP) imposes pro to move into Spec-IP to be
CHECKED
D for case. Thhus, beside booth EPP and C
Checking, stroong feature off D-feature of INFL, it seem
ms to
motivate ppro to move over
o
to Spec-IP
P to be licensed nominativee case after aggreement checcked via Spec--head
configurattion at AGRSP
P position.
The process of pro checkking involves both case and agreement thaat must be cheecked in derivaation course. Pro
P as
a subject iis said to be feature-checked
f
d at Spec-headd agreement aat [IP] as seenn in (14.a). In this position, there
should be match featurees at the functtional head [IN
NFL] and thesse equivalents of pro encodeed in Spec-IP. This
scenario hhelps in derivattion convergennce. Otherwisee, it will crash.. This positionn, is thus, invollves agreement and
case checkking respectiveely. Further, it triggers verb to move for [T
T] feature cheecking as show
wn in diagram 2 for
sentence (13).
13). Katabba-t
Write.ppst.3.sg.fem

pro

?ddars-a

pro. 3.sg.fem
m

the. lessonn

“She w
wrote the lessonn”

D
Diagram 2.
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The strong features of the verb (Kataba) seems central to interpret such features in SA in the sense that it
motivates verb to move up from VP- shell for feature checking position of I. The process seemingly might be
strange to syntactic models of Government and Binding and Minimalist Program because move is always
associated with NPs. In fact, this is possible in English also. For this state, Lasnik (2001) argued in his work on
Pseudo gapping construction that an object movement to AGRO provides a lucid evidence that a verb goes in a
short movement that locates it before the object. Therefore, we can admit that a verb raises to check its ϕ-features
and tense against those of INFL head. Once these features get checked, they will be deleted before PF.
In the previous finite clause, subject position can be occupied by null pro which has full interpretation of subject.
This state of affairs can be said to underlie verbal agreement [INFL] results into pro drop in such clause. So, one
can say that rich verbal agreement permits verb overt movement and case license as well. But the question arises
here is that such state serves directly to pro drop in SA by identified morpho-syntactic properties of pro that can
be recovered from the verb [INFL] domain? Cross-linguistically, other languages have been claimed to have this
proposal. For this, Holmberg (2005) argued that ϕ-features in [T] and [Agr] are interpretable in Null-Subject
Languages, and pro is therefore redundant.
7. Checking Features and Pro
As said earlier, checking verbal as well as pronominal features is necessary for derivation convergence. Given
this, one can say that pronominal ϕ-features are expected to match those of INFL head, and then subject features
of agreement and case will be valued. The process of checking features is, thus, takes place between the head and
its specifier through Spec-head configuration. If the features of the subject that are encoded in IP are checked,
then features such as agreement, case and tense can be also valued. One fact here is that verb in SA has strong
features, which allows it to move overtly or covertly from VP bar into IP to check its bundle features against
those INFL head as proposed by Radford (1997, 2004). If these features match those of the functional head
(INFL), then the verbal features will be valued and hence licensed. Once these features are valued and
interpreted, they will be deleted before PF. The refinement now, is that, the relationship between features license
and pro null subject. One proposal is that a complete features checking and interpretation can be suggested to
results into pro-drop which, in fact, can be recovered or recompensed in the rich verbal affixation.
8. EPP and Pro-drop
Extended Projection Principle (EPP) has been proposed for the purpose well-formedness condition which
imposes each clause to have a subject. Even if there is no overt subject that occupies the Spec-IP position, there
must be a subject projected even as empty or expletive. EPP is said to induce subject move from VP-position
into Spec-IP/TP to satisfy this position. However, with reference to the works carried out by Barbosa (1995,
2000), Pollock (1997) and Kato (1999) who stressed that no EPP driven by XP- movement to IP/TP in NSLs,
one can suggest that in the light of syntactic theory evolution, concepts are probably to change on the basis of
lucid evidences. Thus, pre-verbal (overt or null) subject might be claimed to show no A- movement, rather it
remains in situ. The NP-subject position of finite or non-finite verb is not inevitably realized phonetically which
can be enforced by the fact that the same verb can assign external theta role to the variable subject form in both
cases: overt and null at Spec-IP. This, further, can be attributed to the strong feature that a verb such as in SA
exhibits as Chomsky (1995, p. 199) pointed to that. This state is attributed also to rich INFL/AGR morphology
of Spec-IP. However, instead of A-movement, the operation could be replaced by Chomsky’s (2000, 2001, 2005)
concept of AGREE relation which is based on feature-movement for checking as depicted at LF. In such case, a
pro may not undergo a move from VP into Spec-IP in (11) or does not do so in (14) to be moved from VP-shell
into Spec-VP. This proposition, involves two issues: the first is that a pro may not move if it has full-AGREE
inflection, and the second is that its features might move for this purpose.
9. Conclusion
The presence of null pro in SA structures is partial. In some structures it is a pro-drop and in some it is NSL.
Being pro-drop language is a syntactic property seems compatible with economy principle of minimalism. Given
this principle, we can claim that the absence of pronominal subject in such constructions is more economic than
its presence which requires overt phonetic representation at PF. From this study, we can say that SA is partial
pro-drop language. Thus pro-drop is cross-language varied in which some non-finite forms show poor inflection,
but maintain null subject. The study displays that the motive for pro-drop is features license after being checked
and interpreted. The pro is, in fact, has a tangible trace after being dropped; it can be recovered from features of
INFL of the verb. The universal principle is that SA is pro-drop language due to rich INFL. Despite this SA
principle, the deviance is that forms such as imperative (and equational sentence) with poor INFL have dropped
subject which decreases [AGR] feature match at Spec-IP on the expanse of [T]. One way to account for this is
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through topic chain being inferred from context or proceeding structure. Another inference can be found that
agree relation between goal and probe features (requires match) results to case assignment which consequently
hints to pro-drop. This relation is seen as alternative to A-movement in which features move to be checked and
interpreted at LF.
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Note
Note 1. Jespersen 1924 remarked that languages such as Latin, Finish and Hebrew have distinction in ϕ-features
in verbs. This cross-linguistic property provides an opportunity to subject implicit form within the structure. This
statement supports the idea that verbal rich INFL that results to implicit subject.
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